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Agreed Performance Statement 

The ACHS strongly believes in the public availability of appropriate information resulting from accreditation 
surveys, and is actively encouraging all members to make this information available to interested parties, 
most notably consumers.  As part of our public disclosure initiative the ACHS survey team provides an 
Agreed Performance Statement (APS) to be placed on the ACHS website. The member organisation may 
also provide an APS to be placed on the website. The APS should include reference to strengths and/or 
weaknesses identified during survey. 

Name of member organisation : 
 
Org Code: 
 

St Andrew’s Toowoomba Hospital 
 
72 04 59 

Date: 19 – 20 June 2018 

 

 

Organisation’s Comments   
 

 
St Andrew's Toowoomba Hospital completed Periodic Review with ACHS in June 2018. All criteria that the 
hospital was assessed against were satisfactorily met in the following Standards: 
 

1. Standard 1 – Governance 
2. Partnering with Consumers  
3. Standard 3 – Preventing and controlling healthcare acquired infections 
4. EQuIPNational mandatory criteria 

 
St Andrew's received positive comments about the hospital including: 
 

▪ Management and staff of St Andrew’s Toowoomba Hospital were well prepared for their periodic 
review. 

▪ Appropriate governance oversight of services is in place with good evidence of strong support from 
the Executive and Board of Governors. 

▪ SATH governance of credentialing and scope of practice is well managed and supports clinical 
safety and minimises risk. 

▪ St Andrew’s Toowoomba Hospital performed well at survey and staff are congratulated on their 
enthusiasm and achievements demonstrated during the EQuIPNational Periodic Review.  

 
St Andrew's Toowoomba Hospital continues to be committed to the delivery of high quality, innovative 
healthcare with a focus on patient safety and satisfaction. Risk reduction or eradication is a priority for all.  
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Survey Coordinator’s Comments  
 

 
St Andrew’s Toowoomba Hospital is a not-for-profit private health service and operates as Body Corporate 
on behalf of the Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of Queensland. The hospital provides a range of 
medical, surgical, paediatric and mental health services to the local community.  

The service is overseen by a 16-member Board of Governors who ensure that effective corporate and 
clinical governance processes and appropriate policies and procedures are in place.  

The surveyors were impressed with the professionalism, commitment and caring of staff in providing a 
range of services to patients in and around Toowoomba, South Western Queensland and Northern New 
South Wales.  

It was apparent that appropriate clinical and corporate governance processes are in place along with a 
commitment to continually improving services and care for patients and families.  

 
 


